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Creative Cities Assignment

CoolTan Arts – An Inclusive Creative Milieu



1991 saw a local arts based cooperative occupy a former suntan oil

factory in Effra Road,Brixton that had lain empty for several years. This

was a period which saw the commencement of government policy

whichsought tolink creativity and more particularly art education to

explicit economic benefit through the need to show a quantifiable financial

return. In this environment the occupiers of the CoolTan factory provided

creative and educational opportunities for individuals that would otherwise

be excluded for reasons of poverty, ill health, or mental distress.

The current organisation of CoolTan Arts emerged from this activity and

sought to continue the ethos of the groups from which it had sprung.

CoolTan stayed in Brixton until 2006 when they moved to their current

site on the Walworth Road. This site falls within Southwark, an area with

amongst the very highest levels of poor mental wellbeing in the UK.

Furthermore people who have lower levels of mental wellbeing are

amongst the most socially excluded members of society.(McCrone et al.

2006).

TodayCoolTan Arts is an organisation run by and for people with

experience of mental distress, and seeks to adhere to a core belief that

“mental well-being is enhanced by the power of creativity.”(CoolTan Arts

2012).Space and opportunity is made available to participate in a wide

range of creative practices including visual art, textiles, performance,

poetry and digital arts.

Communityinvolvement is fundamental to CoolTan’s endeavours and

many activities involve novel ways of approaching this. Explicit is the

desire to dispel the stigma still associated with issues of mental distress,

and dismantle thebarriers that lead to misunderstanding and

exclusion.Their exhibition spaces have been used by other groups for

showing their work, whilst CoolTan have exhibited and performed work in

a wide range of venues.

The “Largactyl Shuffle” series of organised walksplays

an important role in rendering visible the creativity,

presence and contribution of a disenfranchised group.

These events are named, with dark humour, after a

controversial anti-psychotic medication first used in

the 1950s, and known by many who have

experienced its effects as a “chemical cosh”. In those

to whom it is administered a side effect known as the Largactyl shuffle is



common. This involves an urge to walk almost constantly in small,

shuffling steps. The walks today involve a guided walk around Southwark,

aimed at promotingmental and physical wellbeing, with each walk

focussed on particular aspects of the area.
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tend to be at greater risk of mental distress than those with stronger

connections and rootedness in the areain which they live(Bhugra& Jones

2001).

Could it be that the processes that Florida’s ideas seek to promote are

causing societal changes that necessitate an increased need for

organisations such as CoolTan Arts? Ironic then that such creativity arises

from people that Florida barely recognises. A creative group which seeks

to privilege inclusiveness in a way that is incongruent with the systemic

inequalities and inherently exclusive notions of the “Creative Class”.
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